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Abstract

Key predistribution is a well-known technique for ensuring secure communication via en-
cryption among sensors deployed in an ad-hoc manner to form a sensor network. In this paper,
we propose a novel 2-Phase technique for key predistribution based on a combination of inher-
ited and random key assignments from the given key pool to individual sensor nodes. We also
develop an analytical framework for measuring security-performance tradeoffs of different key
distribution schemes by providing metrics for measuring sensornet connectivity and resiliency
to enemy attacks. In particular, we show analytically that the 2-Phase scheme provides better
average connectivity and superior q-composite connectivity than the random scheme. We then
prove that the invulnerability of a communication link under arbitrary number of node captures
by an adversary is higher under the 2-Phase scheme. The probability of a communicating node
pair having an exclusive key also scales better with network size under the 2-Phase scheme. We
also show analytically that the vulnerability of an arbitrary communication link in the sensornet
to single node capture is lower under 2-Phase assuming both network-wide as well as localized
capture. Simulation results also show that the number of exclusive keys shared between any
two nodes is higher while the number of q-composite links compromised when a given number
of nodes are captured by the enemy is smaller under the 2-Phase scheme as compared to the
random one.
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Introd uction1

Sensor networks are autonomous systems of tiny sensor nodes equipped with integrated sensing

and data processing capabilities. They can be deployed on a large scale in resource-limited and

harsh environments such as seismic zones, ecological contamination sites or battlefields [1], [8].

Their ability to acquire spatio-temporally dense data in hazardous and unstructured environments

makes them attractive lor a wide variety of applications [4, 17,21]. Sensor networks (sensornets)

are distinguished from typical ad-hoc wireless networks by their stringent resource constraints and

larger scale. These operational constraints impose severe security challenges since sensornets may
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be deployed in hostile environments where nodes are subject to capture and communication links

are subject to monitoring [13, 18, 23, 22, 16].

Nodes in a sensornet are typically deployed in an ad-hoc manner into arbitrary topologies before

self-organizing into a multihop network for collecting data from the environment and forwarding to

the base station or sink. [1], [5]. Establishing a secure communication infrastructure among a collec-

tion of arbitrarily deployed sensor nodes is an important and challenging security issue (known as

the bootstrapping problem [2]). Due to severe computational and memory constraints, symmetric

key cryptography is the most feasible encryption mechanism for node to node communication. How-

ever the high energy-cost of routing makes traditional methods of key exchange and key distribution

protocols based on trusted third party mechanisms difficult to implement.

Since bootstrapping should not rely on pre-existing trust associations between fixed sensor nodes

or the availability of an on-line service to establish these trust associations, an attractive alterna-

tive for secure encrypted communication between adjacent sensor nodes is key predistribution, i.e.

pre-installing a limited number of keys in sensor nodes prior to actual deployment. Key predistri-

bution is also challenging since ad-hoc network deployment makes it impossible to pre-determine

the neighborhood of any node, yet key distribution schemes must ensure good network connectiv-

ity(through key sharing) and resilience to node/key capture by the enemy even with limited number

of keys per node. A trivial predistribution solution is to have a single secret key shared among all

nodes. While this solu~ion keeps the network fully connected (every node can communicate with

every other node) and scalable (new nodes can be added without any keying overhead), it provides

extremely poor resiliency to enemy attack. At the opposite end of the spectrum, one can have

each pair of nodes sharing a distinct key. This solution provides both high connectivity and high

security but is very memory-intensive and not scalable.

There have been several recent works on key pre-distribution {6, 2, 14, 3, 11]. The pioneering

paper in [6] proposes a simple, scalable probabilistic key predistribution scheme in which a certain

number of keys are drawn at random from a (large) key pool and distributed to sensor nodes

prior to their deployment. Post-deployment, adjacent nodes participate in shared key discovery.

A logical graph is created in which edges exist between adjacent sensor nodes sharing at least one

key. This is followed by the establishment of paths between nodes using secure links in the logical

graph. In [2], the authors have presented new mechanisms for key establishment using the random

key pre-distribution scheme of [6] as a basis. Their q-composite scheme requires that two adjacent

communicating nodes have at least q keys in common. This scheme provides high resiliency against

small scale enemy attack.

Note that due to the random distribution of keys and adhoc deployment of sensors, there is a
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non-negligible probability of a disconnected logical graph. The degree of connectivity of the resul-

tant sensor network under a given key predistribution scheme is therefore an important performance

metric. There is also a strong correlation between network connectivity and security. Adversaries

that capture nodes can gain complete information about the keys stored at the node in the worst

case. Thus in order to make the network less vulnerable to node/key capture the overall key pool

size must be large. Since individual sensor nodes have limited memory for key storage, this reduces

the probability of having a large number of shared keys between neighboring sensors.

Good solutions for key pre-distribution must be memory-efficient and scalable, simultaneously

ensuring that (a majority of) the network is connected through secure communication links and

provide high resiliency to enemy attack so that the capture of a few sensor nodes does not (severely)

compromize network communication. In this paper, we propose a novel solution to the key predis-

tribution problem (labeled 2-Phase key predistribution) that exploits the connectivity and capture-

resiliency properties of loading sensor nodes with a combination of randomly derived and inherited

keys We evaluate our solution by analytically developing novel quantitative metrics that measure

the key predistribution schemes' security-performance tradeoffs in terms of the network resiliency

to node/key capture, the number of available secure links and the key (memory) requirement per

node for a given level of connectivity. We compare the network connectivity and security perfor-

mance and show analytically and through simulations that the proposed 2-Phase scheme strongly

favors highly secure large-composite key communication and is more resilient to node capture than

the random scheme. We first show analytically that the invulnerability of an arbitrary q-composite

communication link to any number of node captures is higher in our scheme. We also derive ana-

lytical results for measuring the vulnerability of a q-composite link to single-node capture assuming

adversaries who can use captured-key knowledge network-wide as well as locally and show that

the 2-Phase scheme is more resilient. Finally, we present simulation results that show the number

of exclusive keys shared between two nodes is higher while the number of q-composite links com-

promised when a given number of nodes are captured by the enemy is smaller under the 2-Phase

scheme.

Related Work: Overview of the Basic Random Key Distribution
Scheme

2

In general, key management for sensor networks consists of three phases, key pre-distribution,

shared key discovery and path establishment. There have been several recent works on key pre-

distribution [6, 2, 14, 10, 11]. The pioneering paper in [6] proposes a simple probabilistic key

pre-distribution scheme which works as follows: A pool of L keys with key identifiers is generated.
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observe that the (probabilistic) connectivity of the logical graph can be increased if we can

ensure that each node deterministically shares some of its keys with some nodes (as in the

subvector scheme [12]).

.We hypothesize that it is better from the security point of view to pre-distribute keys in a less-

random fashion such that whenever a node shares a key with another node, it should be likely

to share a larger number of keys with this node, If so, the resulting network should consist

of high-composite links. Note that q-composite schemes are more secure with increasing q. If

the adversary has obtained X keys (through the capture of one or more sensor nodes), the

probability of determining the exact q-subset of X that is used by a given communicating

sensor pair decreases exponentially with increasing q.

We now describe the key steps in the proposed 2-Phase key predistribution mechanism. Order

the sensor nodes apriori in a logical queue and distribute keys in increasing order according to the

rules below.

.The first node is assigned k keys drawn randomly from the key pool of size L

.For every succeeding sensor node i, k keys are distributed in two consecutive phases. First,

node i receives a predetermined fraction f (1/k ::; f < 1) of its k keys drawn randomly from

the key space of node i -1. The remaining (1- f) fraction of k keys are then drawn randomly

from the key pool of size L -k, after excluding all k keys of node i -1 from L.

The 2-Phase scheme is designed to be biased in favor of nodes sharing several keys with their

immediate predecessors and successors, through direct inheritance as well as a random compo-

nent. Intuitively, this key predistribution methodolody should offer better secure connectivity in

the logical graph by inducing the sharing of larger number of keys between nodes, thereby en-

abling q-composite communication for larger values of q. More suprisingly however, as we show

in the security analysis section, this methodolgy also provides enhanced security under node cap-

ture/eavesdropping by allowing for more 'exclusive' key sharing between communicating nodes.

The fraction f (called i,nheritance mtio) plays a significant part ill' the connectivity/security of the

logical graph created after node deployment. Note that the random key predistribution scheme is

not a special case of the 2-Phase scheme with f = 0, since we eliminate all k keys of the previous

node from regardless of the value of f. We will shortly derive relationships between 'good' values

of the various parameters k, L, f etc. Finally, the proposed 2-Phase scheme is scalable since new

sensor nodes can be assigned keys according to this rule at any time.
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Note that there is an implicit ordering of sensors based on tHeir position in the logical queue

which determines each nodes key set. Thus each node has a ]ogical identifier which we will refer to

as its LID. Storing a node's LID in memory is an implementation decision as there is an associated

security-performance tradeoff. If LID's are stored, nodes canJ be restricted to forming communica-

tion links only with adjacent nodes whose LIDs are greater than! a specifed minimum and within
ia specified maximum LID distance. As shown later, this Will e~courage the formation of high-

composite encrypted communication that are also less vulnerabl~ to compromization in the case

of node capture. Conversely, storing LIDs will enable the adversljtry to target nodes with specific

LIDs (although their positions will still be unknown). Therefore this becomes an implementation

Issue.

4 Analysis of Secure Connectivity

Since security mechanisms directly impact system performance, there is a strong need to develop

a rigorous analytical framework for measuring the security-~erforhIance tradeoffs of arbitrary key

distribution schemes. These tradeoffs can be represented as func~ions of individual metrics which

measure the networks 'secure' connectivity in terms of the nuIhber ~f available secure links or paths,

the memory requirement in terms of keys per node for a given lev~l of connectivity and measuring
.

resiliency of the network to node/key capture. In this paiper, we obtain some new analytical

results on the security-performance tradeoffs of key predistri~utio* schemes using the quantitative

metrics outlined below. Results for the proposed 2-Phase sc\lemel are compared with random key

predistribution.

.Connectivity Metrics

Logical sensor degree: We measure the logical degree of ~ node as the number of adjacent

sensor nodes (in the logical graph) with which it sharrs at least one key. The higher
ithe expected node degree, the better the connedtivitt of the logical graph. A high
,

expected degree also implies a larger expected number ~f disjoint paths from any source

to any destination. Multiple disjoint paths can be used ~o split communication and carry

disjoint messages, thereby increasing overall data I security. We show that nodes under

the proposed 2-Phase scheme have higher expected! degrees as compared to random key

predistribution.

-Number of keys shared between any two neighboring no~es: This metric can be used to

evaluate connectivity under q-composite key co~mun~cation. We show that any two
!

sensor nodes are expected to share more keys and are more likey to share q keys for any
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value of q (thereby enabling q-composite communicatipn), as compared to random key

predistribution.

.Security Metrics

Exclusive Key Sharing: If two communicating nodes sh~re one or more keys exclusively,

then their communication is invulnerable to any numper of node captures. Note that

the exclusivity metric can be computed network-~ide or with respect to a local cluster1.
,

Network wide exclusivity between communicating hodeJ implies resilience against a pow-
!

erful adversary who can capture nodes and use tHe cagtured key information anywhere

in the sensor network. Alternatively, we can consider ~ weaker adversary who can use

the key information only within the cluster of the I captpred node.

-Node Capture: We measure the impact of node capture Ion network security by consider-

ing the number of communication links that are n<l> lon~er secure (i.e only use keys from

the captured key pool). We analytically determi~e bqunds on the inheritance ratio f
, :

for which the 2-Phase scheme shows good resiliende to ~etwork-wide as well as localized
,

single-node capture and present simulation resultsi that I show good network resilience to

multiple-node capture as well. The expected numb~r of ~inks compromized in these cases

is shown to be lower for the 2-Phase scheme as cotnparrd to the random scheme.

5

Proposition 1. Let land i > l be any two nodes in the sertsorntt. The expected number of keys

shared by land i under the 2-Phase and Random schemes, ~spectively, are

k (~+ (~)i-l(f -!))

k2

L

Proof. The number of common keys between any two nod~s u4der the random scheme is the

standard hypergeometric distribution with parameters k add L, I whose mean is k2 / L. For the

2- Phase scheme, let Xr be the number of keys in common 1!>etw~en nodes land l + r. Then we

have,

ITypical sensor networks are organized into hierarchical clllSters withlClllSt t heads, such that each node is within
wireless range of other nodes in the clllSter [7]. ThllS a compromised node ~an p tentially eavesdrop on all intra-cluster
communication. :



-Xr+l

since after selecting an expected f Xr keys from the previous nod~, there are k -Xr keys of node l

left in the random keypool of the current node. E~r = Xi-l is thel solution to the above recurrence

relation with intial condition Xo = k. Err > E{l:nd as expedted. I 0
" I

Thus to ensure q-composite connectivity between arbitrary ~odes, a good choice is to select

k and L such that q = k2 / L. Further, if f = k/ L, then the expected number of common keys

between any two nodes is identical under both schemes. ,; '.

Corollary 1. The probability that any two nodes share at least q I YS and the expected q-composite

degree of a sensor node ~i.e.~ n~mber of neighbors with which it s ares more than q keys) is higher

under the 2-Phase key dzstnbuuon scheme, f ~ kj L. ",i~ :I'

As nodes are more likely to share multiple keys under 2~Ph~e, the probability of uncovering

all such common keys (which is necessary to decipher data ttans~issions between the two nodes)

can be shown to be lower and hence two-phase is more secure in t~is respect.

6 Network Resiliency against Enemy Attack: Analytical Results

In this section, we propose some quantitative metrics for meaSurir the security of communication

links under enemy attack and analytically evaluate these metqcs u der different adversarial models.

We assume an adversary that is able to capture nodes and qbtai full knowledge of the captured

node's key space. We evaluate link security under a 'network-wide' ¥versary who can use knowledge

of captured keys to compromize communication in any part of ~he nttwork (regardless of the physical

location of the captured node). Our results can be easily exten~d to analyze link vulnerability
I

in the presence of a localized adversary who utilizes capt~red tey knowledge locally, i.e. can

compromize communication within a small neighborhood of the raptured node (for example, its

cluster as in LEACH [7]). I i

Vulnerability Under Multiple Node Capture: Key Exclusivity6.1

We first evaluate the vulnerability of logical communication links in the sensornet to multiple node
, I

capture. An obvious metric for measuring this vulnerability is the Idegree of exclusivity of the keys

used by any two neighboring nodes for setting up a communidatio~ link. Therefore we evaluate the
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a node l does not contain key a given' node l -1 contains it, P(lC

Finally, we have

(I-I)) = 1- f, by definition.

P(lC I (li -l)C)

P(ll 

(1- l)C)

We now consider two cases (WLOG assume j > i)

Case 1: j > i + 1

IV2P P(lC)P(2C IIC) P((i -l)C I (i -2)C).lf(i I (~- l)C)P((i + l)C I i)

.P(NC 

I (N -l)C)

(2)

Case 2: j = i + 1

N-4k1--
L

.1 ~f I'

I--=~~k7LJ )
IV2P (3)

Comparing Equations 2 and 1, the probability of two n 1 des t Ving a network wide exclusive key (i.e. link invulnerability) is higher under the two-phase sche e as compared to the random

scheme for i ~ f ~ t.

D

We can consider an alternative version of the 2-Phase sc eme that provides much greater key

exclusivity. The first step of key selection is the same as befor , i.e node i selects fk keys from the

key space of node i-I. However, in the second step, only th fk eys selected from node i-I are

excluded from keypol L before node i selects its remaining k fk keys. For this modified 2-Phase

scheme called 2PWR (2-Phase with replacement), we can sh w th following:

Proposition 3. Scal~ble Comparitive Exclusivity: ThF invrlnerability of a communication

edge under any number of node captures when keys are distri~ute~ using the 2PWR scheme is

(1 -f)4

(1- ff)IN-l

IV2PWR = IvRand
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probability of any two neighboring nodes containing exact I' onef etwork-Wide exclusive key, the

presence of which will render their communication link invul erab to any number of (other) node

captures 2.

Proposition 2. Key Exclusivity: In an N node sensorf etwi rk' the probability that a given

communication link between two arbitrary neighboring sens rs i invulnerable to any number of

network-wide node captures is given by: "

, N-511-)1 '.

~ -(f/L) ,
2-Phase.

Random.

Link invulnerability is higher under the 2-Phase scheme sphege for i :::; f :::; i

Proof. Let Ivrand and IV2P denote the probability that two arbi rary neighboring sensor nodes i

and j communicate using an exclusive key under the two ke pre istribution schemes. In the case

of the 2-Phase scheme, i and j represent the LIDs of the com uni ating nodes. Consider a specific

key a from the key pool.

For the random scheme, the probability that both nodes. an j possess key a is (k I L)2 while

the probability that an arbitrary node 1 ¥ {i,j} does not poss ss ~ ya is l-((f=i)/(f)) = l-kIL.

Hence the invulnerability of the link between nodes i and j nder any number of node captures is

given by:

(1)

For the 2-Phase scheme, the probability that key a is excl ive t nodes i and j is the probability

that node 1 does not select key a, followed by all nodes u to node i -1 not selecting key a

conditioned on the fact that their predecessor node did not s lect eya. Node i then selects key a

given that node i -1 did not select it. Similarly all nodes af er i onditionally do not select key a

except node j .

i tLet P(lC) denote the probability that node 1 does not ntai key a, P(1.C) = 1 -k/L since

node 1 selects keys from the keypool first. Similarly, let P(lC I (l 1)) denote the probability that

2In gene~al:;e c~ .compute the probability o~ two nodes containing ~ le~ t One exclusive key, bu~ for ~ll practical

purposes this probabIlity drops off extremely rapIdly for more than one e CIUSI e key. Hence we obtaIn a sImple lower

bound on invulnerability by focusing on the presence of a single exclusi e key.
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Thus link invulnerability under 2PWR outperforms the ~nd9m scheme as the size of the sen-

somet N scales upward. This link invulnerability is maximiled w~en

(N -l)f -4

(N -5)f
f

Proof. Using the same ~echnique as in proposition 2 the probabili~y of a given communication link

(i,j) containing a network-wide exclusive key under the 2PWR s~heme is given by:

2 N-2

(~) 1-{~

(4)

IV2PWR = (1 -f)4

(1 -ff)N-l I .

= (1 -f)4 IvRand
(1- ff)N-l I

The value of f that maximizes the above term can then b~ fou d using elementary calculus 0

I

While key exclusivity and (average network connectivity) are s perior under the 2PWR scheme,

the vulnerability of a link to single node capture is lower under he standard 2-Phase scheme as

shown in the next section and hence we focus on that scheme for th rest of the paper. The choice of

particular key distribution scheme with its associated security pe ormance tradeoffs then becomes

an implementation issue. I

Note that if the average node density of the sensornet islM ( .e size of a network cluster), we

can approximate the link invulnerability to localized node cajptur s by replacing N with M in the

above propositions. Simulation results on the number of exblusi keys per communicating node

pair in a cluster are presented in Section 6.

6.2 Link Vulnerability Under Single Node Capture

We now consider the vulnerability of communication links in the se rnet to the capture of a single

node by the adversary. We assume that the adversary does not p BeSS any extra knowledge about

the network topology and thus the capture of any given node by e adversary is equally likely.

Let i and j be any two communicating sensors in radio range an suppose the adversary captures

node l. The vulnerability of edge (i,j) is the expectation (over all network nodes) that node l
I

contains all the keys in common between i and j. We can thus de ne a network-wide vulnerability

metric VC for arbitrary edges in the sensornet as follows:

VC = L P[node l is captured] .P[l contains all keys us~ t~ communicate over (i,j)]
l#i,j I

(5)
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Assume that node I is captured and let C Rl be the Bernou~li r dom variable indicating whether

capture of I reveals all common keys between communica4ng des i and j. Denote PC Rl :

Pr.[CRl = 1]. We now state our first proposition on senslrnet vulnerability under single node

capture.

~ro~osition 4. .The probability of a given c~mmunication lin~ ~1w.een neighboring sensors i and

J bezng compromzzed by the capture of an arbztrary node 1 # ~, J zsl gzven by

PC R~!:t = PC R;~t ~

PCR2P - PCR2P
i+t -j~t <

for 11~ t <
2

k ( L-k+/;'
)p,Rand + ~ p,Rand k

l,i,k L l,i,/;' (L
)/;'=0 k

PC RRandl Vll~ {i,j}-

where Pz7[{3 and Pl~;d denote the probability that nodes 1 ind i share exactly fJ keys under the

specified key distribution scheme and B = ~.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume 1 ::;: 1 ::;: i + 91' d 1 t nodes 1 and i share exactly ,8

keys. Let Z denote the set of remaining keys in node i, IZI ,8. Under the 2-Phase scheme,

node j can first obtain keys from keyset Z through inherit m its predecessor, node j -1,

and then from the random keypool of size L -k (obtained aft r re oving the k keys of node j -1)

Let jmZ be a random variable denoting the number of keys fro Z contained in node j -1 and

let PjmZ = Pr.[jmZ = r]. Let P NCRz = 1- paRt denote t epr bability that j contains at least

one key from keyset Z,.for diferent values of,8. Therefore, w hav

+ (f,{)f1-m'l, 1-
.(;k) .J ik). ({--fkk)..

where the first term after the inner summation is the proba ility that at least one out of r keys

is inherited by node j while the second term represents the omp ementary situation in which at

least one key from keyset Z is obtained from the random ke 001.

Next, using the fact that W ~ (1 -f)r and substituti in uation 6, we have,

(6)
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Before describing our vulnerability results, we first prove the following useful lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let i, i-x, i + x be arbitrary nodes in a sensornet in ich keys have been predistributed

according to the 2-Phase scheme. Let Z be any subset of keys m the keyset of node i, IZI .$: k.

The probability distribution of the number of keys from Z that a pear in nodes i-x and i+x are

identical and dependent only on the LID difference x for both 2P R as well as 2POR.

Proof. Clearly, the total number of common keys between nodes i-I and i and between nodes i

and i+ 1 follows the same probability distribution, since the]! are obtained in an identical manner

through inheritance followed by keys from the random pooJ. T us the number of common keys

from any subset Z of i's keys also follows the same distributicln in -1 and i+ 1 .The lemma follows

by induction on x. D

The following statements follow directly from lemma 1 since the number of keys in common

between any two nodes under 2-Phase depends only on their 1m difference.

Corollary 2. Let i and j be two arbitrary nodes in the sens()rne~ in which keys are predistributed

according to the 2-Phase scheme, j > i. C()nsider nodes i -t andjj + t, t ~ 1.

The number of keys in common between nodes i- t, i a~d j, p + t follows identical probability

distributions. I I

Suppose nodes i -t,i (j,j + t, resp.), share exactly fJl keYs~o ~ fJ ~ k. Then the number

of keys from the remaining keyset of i (j, resp.) present in ode j (i, resp.) follow identical
probability distributions. I

The above statements also hold for nodes i, i + y and j -y, j~ wh~re y ~ rCj -i)/21

Lemma 2. Let l, i and j > i be any three nodes in a sensornet such that i and l share exactly

/3 keys, 0 .$: /3 < k and 0 .$: l .$: i + r(j -i)/21. Let Z denote the et of remaining keys in node i,
I

IZI = k -/3. Ez, the expected number of keys from Z that ar;e pre ent in j is given by

{ (k -/3) ( k + (fL--k)j-i(l- k») if~ < iEz = r -r;=F r
(k -/3)f(l -(~)j-l) ifi < l i + r(j -i)/21

Proof. Let Xr represent the expected number of keys from leyse Z in node i + r (if l < i) and
I

l + r (if i < l < j). Ez is obtained by solving the recurrence relati n
I

k- k
Xr = fXr-l + (k -(:J -Xr-l) L -k

fL-k Jk- k
= Xr-l(~)+(k-(:J~ L-k.

with initial condition Xo = k -(:J, if l < i and Xo = 0, if i < I ~ i r(j -i)/21.

0
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.I

(L-'i2k+fJ ) ,
1 -(1 -f)r _k~fkPNCR2Pl

-(~)

k-l k-fJ

L Pl~lfJ L PJmz
fJ=O r=O ,
k-l / '

( L-2k+fJ

)~ p,2!, I k-fk

L.., l,t,fJ
fJ=O

( L-k ) (1 -f)r PJmz
, k-fk

r k (L-2k+{3 k-
~ p,2P k- fk ( 1 j) r pr
L..., l,i,{3 ( L-k ) -jmZ

,{3=o k-fk r=

1-

))

D2P -1 --'l,i,k (7)

Therefore we have

l.-:;r~l
k-fJ I

~(1- f)r PJm4 ' (8)

k (L-2k+/3
)PC R2P < p,2? + ~ p,2? -k- fk -

l -l,?',k LI l,?',/3 ( L-k
)/3=0 k-fk 2

We obtain an efficient approximation for PCRrP as foIl ws: Let j -i = y, j -1 = m. Let

p = kjL+BY(1-(kjL)) if1 < i andp = (1-Bffi)kjL ifi < 1 i+ ~l, where B = (fL-k)j(L-k).

From lemma 2, the expected number of keys from Z present i nod j -1 is p( k -/;'). For reasonably

small values of k j L, we. can therefore approximate the distrib tio of random variable jmZ by the

standard Binomial distribution B(k -/;',p) with the same m an p k -/;'). Therefore, we get

k
PC R2Pl f3)pr(l- p)k-.a-r<

Ir

.]-1,

2

k (L-2k+f3 ) ( k-f3
p,2P + p,2P k-fk 1 r

l,i,k L l,i,f3 ( L-k ) L( -f
f3=O k-fk r=O

k ( L-2k+f3
)p,2? + '\:""""'p,2?( k-fk )( l- f ) k f3

l,t,k L.., l,t,f3 ( L-k ) P
f3=O k-fk

(9).'5 r

where p is defined as above.

By corollary 2, PCR~!:t = PCR;rt, t ~ 1 and PCR~!t = J~t for 1 ::; t ::; r(j -i)/21. This

defines PC RTP for all values of 1 as specified in the stateme t of he proposition 3.

Finally, using the fact that the probability of node j not co taini g any key from Z is (L-Z+fJ) / (~)

under random key predistribution, we derive PC Rr-and as:

k ~L-k .8
)= RR;and + ~ RR;and k

l,t,k L,; l,t,.8 (L
.8=0 k

PC RRandl (10)

0

We now consider two separate but related issues: First we Idete~mine values of f which minimize

the probability of a given communication link (i,j) being co~pro~ized under the 2-Phase scheme.

3Henceforth, we will only use l ~ r(j -i)/21 for the remaining proPQsitio~, using this symmetry.
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Given the security-performance tradeoffs, the user may des,re a igher level of connectivity than

provided by this optimal f. Therefore as an alternate perfo~man e metric, we determine values of

f for which this probability is lower under 2-Phase key pred1strib tion as opposed to Random key

predistribution. I

Proposition 5. paRi, the probability of a given link (i,j~ in t he sensomet being compromized

by capture of any node l is minimized by choosing an inhfrita ce factor f that maximizes the

expression I c

x(1 -Bt)(1 -x(2f -f2» + f(1- Bt)BY(1 + Ix ~ 2x)(1- x)

for l = i -t and l =1= j +1 t t~l

x(l- Bt) [1- .'L"(2f -f2)) fBt-t(ll+ fx -2~~]

for 

l = i + t and l = j -tl 11 ~ t ~ r~l

where x = k/L, j = i + y and B = ~. If communicttinglnodes i and j are separated by

Proof. We first obtain a simple approximation for Equation 9. om proposition 1, the expected

number of keys in com~on between any two nodes i and I i giv n by Pil = k(x + Bli-ll(1 -x».

Therefore for k < < L, we can approximate the distributi of the number of common keys fJ

(L- k+/J)between i and I by the Binomial B(k,Pil,fJ). Now using ( k k ) ~ (9~)k-{3, we can rewrite
k fk

Equation 9 for I :s; r(j -i)/21 as

PC 

R2Pl Pl2f k +, ,<

Substituting for Pil and further simplifying, we get

PC 

R2Pl Pl2f k +, ,
<

(11)

PC RrP is minimized by maximizing the inner term as sta~ed in the proposition. When j -i ;? 4

and k « L, this minimum value is obtained at f = Ilk. I 0
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a minimum distance (i.e. y > c, where c is a small consttntJ, then f = ! minimizes this link

vulnerability. jc



Propositi~~~. The probability. of a given link being comprrmizfd by the capture of an arbitrary

node 1 # 1,,) 1,n the sensornet 1,S lower under the 2-Phase rche e as compared to Random key

predistribution for i
2-x
1+2x~<f~x

k-

where x = k/L

Proof. We can express PC Rrand in Equation 10 as

~k
k I k1 ~ -+ ( -)2
L L

PC RRandI (12)

(L-~+{3)by using the approximation ~ ~(1- i)k-fJ

tribution of the number of common keys between

k « L).

Now comparing Equations 12 and 11 using Ii

PCRrP ::; PCRrand iff x(l- Bt) [1- X 21 12)]:;::: x(l- X) (13)

~ [ 1 -(1 -Bt) (2 -1 )] X > Bt

From the above expression, it can be seen that for reasona ly 1 rge values of t (i.e. the captured

node's LID is not too close to i or j, PCR2P < PCRRand fo larg r values of 1 < 1. However, the

worst-case for link compromization PC R2P occurs when t = i. hen nodes I = i + 1 or I = j -1

are captured. Therefore substituting t = 1 above and simplifying, e get 1 < x(2-x-2/+3/2- 13)

which implies t ::; 1 ::; ':r;~' Hence the 2-Phase scheme has llowe vulnerability than the Random

scheme for 1 upto 2k/ L. 0

From Equation 13, we can see that if the captured node i not too close to the communicating

nodes (in terms of LID), then the 2-Phase scheme outperfo ms andom key predistribution for

larger values of f, which in turn ensures higher connectivi y. I particular, if the adversary is

restricted to using knowledge of a captured node's keys wit in a small neighborhood ~such as its

cluster, then we can further minimize link vulnerability t sin Ie-node capture by considering

a modified 2-Phase scheme in which two neighboring node i d j with ~ q keys in common

communicate only if there does not exist any other node l in t e cluster such that i < l < j.

Consider a sensor network with average node denisty M. The the xpected LID difference between

node i and the nearest node (other than node j) is N / M. We can therefore approximate link
I

invulnerability to single node capture as follows: I

16

and also a pro .mating the hypergeometric dis-nodes 

land i by he Binomial B(k,!) (assuming

-il = t an ass ming j -i ~ 4, we have



Proposition 7. In a sensor network with average node density Mt the probability that a given com-

munication link (i, j) is invulnerable to single-node capture within' s cluster is 1- (1- PC R~P N )M .
! s-:M
,

Simulation results in the next section illustrate link vulnfrabitity within a cluster for different

sensornet parameters. I

Finally, for an average adversary with no specific know11dge bout the network topology, the

probability of capturing any node I :f i,j is l/(N -2). T~e folowing proposition then directly
Ifollows proposition 6. I

Proposition 8. The vulnerability metric va of a given co~mun!cation link in an N -node sensor

network with parameters k and L, is lower if keys are predis~ribu ed using the 2-Phase scheme as

compared to random key predistribution, t ::; f < x~. t

7 Simulation Results

In this section, we describe some security and performance r j Ults ased on simulations carried out on a 1000 node sensor network using a key pool L ranging rom 8000-10000 keys. The per-node

key space k varies from 40-150 keys. We have evaluated the 2-P ase key distribution scheme for

f = 0.5. Nodes in the simulations are deployed in clusters as
r n L CH [7] where the average node

density (in a cluster) varies between 20 to 50 nodes. Figure des ribe some q-composite network

connectivity metrics while Figures 2-4 describe several senso net urity metrics.

Figure 1 describes the average q-composite degree of a no e fo different values of q. As can be

seen clearly, the average degree is increasingly higher under 2- has and it outperforms the random

key pre-distribution as q increases.

Figures 2-4 describe several sensornet security metrics. Fi e 2(a) illustrates a measure of

communication security (i.e invulnerability) by describing the aver ge number of exclusive keys per

pair of nodes in a cluster. This number is higher for nodes der 2-Phase than using the random

scheme. Figure 2(b) measures the probability that a pair of 0 possesses at least one exclusive

key under the 2-Phase key pre-distribution scheme. This pro rises sharply as k, the number

I

of keys possessed by each node increases. i

Figures 3 and 4 measure the vulnerability of communica~ion nks in a cluster under single as

well as multiple node capture scenarios. As can be seen, t~e a erage number of links exposed

to the adversary is lower under the 2-Phase scheme. The sifula ion results verify the analytical

observations in Propositions 4 and 5 regarding link vulnera~ility. Lower link vulnerability for 2-

Phase is explained by the fact that it is highly unlikely for ca~ture nodes to have am LID adjacent

1'7
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Figure 1: Average q-composite degree of a Node (a) *-cor4posite (b) 3-composite
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Average # links compromised in a cluster when (~) on~ (b) three nodes are captured.

to the LIDs of the communicating nodes.

8 Implementation Issue: Creating Sorted S~ared Key Lists

I

The security of a communication link strengthens with the fxclu ivity of the key(s) used for en-

cryption on this link. For mutual communication each pair oflnod must therefore use keys shared
I

among least number of nodes. During the shared key disc9ver phase, each node discovers its
I

logical neighbors i.e., the neighbors with whom it shares at le~t 0 e key. We propose the following
:

metric to evaluate each shared key from this point of view. i
I

Let k be a key shared between any two nodes i and j an4 let ij (k) denote the set of nodes in

the neighborhood of i and j which share key k. Therefore, thr eli .bility of this key k with respect

to the pair of nodes i and j is defined as: !

1
1

1Sij(k)T

if Sij(k)
r' cP

otherwisEij(k) (14)

The higher the value of Eij(k), the better is the key k ror c mmunication between i and j.

During the shared key discovery phase, each node broadcas~s th list of identifiers of the keys it
I

possesses. Each node then create a separate list of shared keys or each of its neighbors sorted
!

according to their eligibility values. The most eligible key sh~uld e used for communication until

it is revoked. I
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Figure 4: Average # links compromised in a cluster ~hen ~ve nodes are captured

Conclusion9

Efficient pre-distribution of keys to sensor nodes is a very import t issue for secure communication

in sensor networks. Connectivity and resiliency to enemy attacks ust be traded off very carefully.

In this paper, we present an analytical framework with several q antitative metrics for evaluating

key predistribution schemes and determining their security-p,rfor ance tradeoff. We also present a

2-Phased key predistribution scheme based on a combinatio~ ofi heritance and randomness which

is proved to have better tradeoffs.
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